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Check out our Facebook page 
“The Kings Harvest” 

- The Barnes Family

Last Sunday after church I stood hugging my friend. I thanked her for being brave to have invited two unsaved girls to an 
event we were a part of the day before. She replied, “They have said they want to learn more about how God changed me 
and I figured this was a good way to get them started.” My friend is the most likely choice of person to disciple these girls. 
Through training her and other leaders we can help people like my friend succeed.

What an incredible amazing start for March. We were excited to host Phil & Jami Covone in our home as they led us and 
about 12 people from our Spanish church in how to become a Disciple Making Movement. One of the first things we 
learned that really hit home with us was…Am I a 
Disciple worth reproducing? 

Many of the foundational believers in our Spanish 
church said, “No, but we want to be.” We continued 
the class with so much anticipation to see what 
the Lord will do through these people here. 
Tynan and I will also be encouraging and leading 

this group under 
Phil’s guidance. It’s like a row of ducklings. All we must be is just one step in front of the 
other.

Thank you so much for being a part of The King’s Harvest here in Mexico. We are seeing 
many open doors through the giving of water filters from Filters of Hope. Our heart is to 
see these communities changed by having clean water and access to the Living Water. To 
see that saving society and saving souls would be twin heartbeats of our mission work here 
through community development and disciple making movements among unreached 
areas.

We will begin making visits to Village C this week as we seek to gauge the receptiveness of 
this area for the Gospel. Through your partnership we are able to make an impact and have 
the teaching materials to train more leaders.

March 2019

MAKING DISCIPLES BY

GOING | BAPTIZING | & TEACHING THE FAITHFUL

Dear friends & family,


